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On Contraction of Fourier Series

Yasuo OKUYAMA
(Received Sept. 20, 1991)
The purpose of this paper is to prove the generalization of the theorem due to
Boas [2] on the contraction of Fourier series by using absolute summability in place
of absolute convergence.

1. Entroduction
Let Zan be a given infinite series with the sequence of partial sums {sn}.
Let {Pn} be a sequence of constants, real or complex, and let us write

jPi=" Po+Pi+'''+Pn;Ah :P‑k == O, for k;}i 1.
The sequence {tn}, given by

tn =: E, ,ipn‑hsh " k t￡,Aan‑h, ("ei #o),
defines the N6rlund means of the sequence {sn} generated by the sequence of constants
{Pn}･

If the series

oo
ZItnHtn‑il
n=1
coRverges, then the series Zan is said to be summable IN, pn1. In the special cases in
which p. =A.awwi == ("'S‑i) and p. = 1/(n+1), the summability iN, pnl is the same as the

surrimability l C, ai and the absolute harmonic surnmability, respectively. Also, the

summability 1 C, ORs the absolute convergence.

It is well‑known [6] that

IC, Ol(:1N, 1/n+l1cIC, a1c IC, xl?I for B> ev>O,
where, if every series summable IAI is also summable IBl, we wri￡e IAIC1Bi.
A deRotes a positive absolute constant that is Rot always the same.

2. 0rthegonal series
Let {ipn(x)} be an orthonormal system defined in the iRterval (a, b). For a function
f(x) EE L2(a, b) such that

f(X) A" :coanipn(X),

n"O

we denote by E￡2)(f) the best approximation to f(x) in the metric of L2 by meaRs of
polynomials ipo(x), . . . , din‑i(x). Then we have
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co
k=n

E￡2'(f) == { X 1 ak l 2}i'2.

Ul'yanov [11] and Okuyama [7] proved the following theorem on the absolute
summability of orthogonal series.

Theorem A. (i) ff the seriesco
:i] Ianj2nlog n(log log n)"e converges for some e>

ee n==no

e, then the series Xlanl converges.

n==O co

(ii) U the series Z 1 an l2n(log n)‑i(log log n)i'e conve7ges for some E > O, then the

co n= no

series Zan￠n(x) is summable 1IV] 1/n+11 almost eve7fywhere.
(iii) if O$ ev<1/2 and the series Z Ian12ni‑2alog n(log log n)"e converges for

co nttne
some e>O, then the series Zandin(x)
is sttmnzable 1 C, cr1 almost eve71ywhere.

n=:O
(iv) if the series co
Z Ian12(log
n)2(log log n)i'e converges for some E> O, then the

co n==no

series 2andin(x) is summable lC 1/2I almost eve?ywhere.
(v) if 1/2< ev S 1 and the series : Iani21og n(log Iog n)i'S converges for some E

co n= ne

>e, then the series E]andin(x) is szammablelC, al almost eve7ywhere.

Il=O
The case (ii) is due to Okuyama [7], and the cases (iii), (iv) and (v) are due to
Ul'yanov [11]. Also, see Okuyama [8].
Leindler [5] proved the equivalent theorein.

n 7‑Zzen the convergence
Theorem B. Let {An} be a Positive sequence and An = ZAk‑i.

co k==1

of the series ZAn‑iE￡2)(f) is eqntvalent to the fact that there exists a positive monotone

n=1

nondecreasing sequence {ptn} such that the series

co
7lan12ptn
n==1
and

co
2 /lnAnrmiunrmi
n=1

converge.

Applying Theorem B, we can obtain the following theorem form Theorem A.

Z1ani con‑
oo n==O
ee

Theorem 1. (i) if the series Zn‑ii2E￡2}(f) converges, then the series
ve(ges.

n=1

co co

(ii) ff the series ]:i]n‑i'2(log n)‑iEA2)(f) converges, then the series 2anipn(x) is

summable 1AL 1/n+1I n=2
almost eve7rywhere.

n=:e

co

(iii) .4f O$a<l/2 and the series 2n‑a‑i'2E￡2>(f) converges, then the series
Xanipn(x) is summable 1 C, al almost eve7:ywhere.

(iv) U the series Zn‑iEA2)(f) converges, then the series Zanipn(x) is szammable

n=1
eC, 1/2I almost eve?ywhere.

nasO

co
(v) U 1/2< a$1 and the series Xnrmi(log
n)‑i'2EA2)(f) converges, then the series
:anipn(x) is summable 1 C, al almost eve7ywhere.
n==e

The case (i) is due to Stechkin [9], and the cases (iii), (iv) and (v) are due to

LeiRdler [5].
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Proof of 711zeorem 1. We treat only the case (iO, because the other cases can be
shown similarly.
For this purpose, we put An ‑ww nit21og n and Ltn == n(log n)‑i(log log n)i'E. Then we

have

nn

An =: Z Ar,i xx Z fe‑i'2(log fe)rmi s{ Ani'2(log n)‑i

k==2

k =2

and

oo co

:AnAn‑!yi‑,i E{g AX n'i(log n)‑i(log log n)‑i‑e< oo.

n=2

n"2

Thus we can establish the case (ii) by Theorem A (ii) and Theorem B.

3. Equivalence relatiens
Let {7n} be a sequence of non‑negative numbers. Then
Theorem 2. (i) T7ze convergence of two series

co co co
n
n:2 httl

X nnvi'2(log n)‑i{ : 7i2,}i'2: and
n‑3i2(log n)m'i{: k27s2,}ii2

k=2n

nza2

is mutually eqztivalent.

(iD ForO S‑ a<1/2, the convergence of two series

po co co tl

Z n‑i'2‑a{ : 7Z}i'2 and : nm3'2m"{Xk27Z}i'2

n=l k==n n:l k==1

is mutually eqztivalent.

Proof (i) The equivalence between

co ee

Z nuni'2(log n)‑i{ X 7,2,}i'2 < oo

n=2

h=n

and

co
2 n‑i2n'2{oo
Z .7,2,}ii2
< oo
n=ti ktt2

is nothing but Cauchy's condeRsation theorem. On the other hand,

co n

Z n‑3t2(log n)‑i{ : k2 7,2,}it2

n==2 k=1

co n)‑i{:le27Z}"2
2i n
me:Z Z n‑3'2(log
j‑mln.t2JHI+1 h==l

co: 2j
n
sA:j‑i2‑3jt2
{Zfe27Z}ii2
jrm‑1 n..2j'1+l hwl

co Z2Jle2r2}u2
s; A2i‑k2‑jV2{
jrm‑1 h= 1

and
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ee n

Z n‑3'2(log n)‑i{2 fe27Z}i'2

n=2 h==1

co 2j n

=: X :E] n‑3'2(log n)‑'{2fe27Z}i'2

j' ‑wl n == 2j'l+1 h= 1

eeZ 2j
n
2A:7'‑i2‑3j,2
{2fe27k}it2
J'‑‑1 n..2j‑1+l h=1
oo 22j‑l
;) A27'‑i2‑JV2{
k2 7Z}ii2.
j'‑‑1 ht=1

co co
Therefore it is sufficient to prove that the convergence of two series : nrmi2n'2{
: .72}i'2

eo 2n

and 2n‑i2rmn'2{2k272}i'2 is mutually equivaient.

n=1

n=l

h =2

k=1

By JenseR's inequaiity, we have

2n 7Z}ii2
2 n‑i2‑n,2{oo
Z fe2
n=1 k==1

co n‑1 2J'+i
fg Xǹi2‑ni2{X X k27Z}i/2
n ==1 j' ‑‑O k . 2d

co n‑1
2J'+i
:f{; A2 n‑i2‑nt2(
2 2j{
Z 72}ii2)
n==1

J'=O krt2i

2j+1 Zcon‑i2‑n,2
":AZ2'{Zo 7Mi'2
j‑‑O k..2j n==j+1
J'+1
co2
E{; AZi‑i2j/2{ 2 7Z}it2

J'=1 h=:2j

co :oe7Z}U2.
= AZirmi2j/2{
j‑‑1 k= 2j

ConcerRing the converse part, we proceed the with the same method. Then we
have by Jensen's inequality

co co
Z nrmi2n'2{
2 7Z}it2
n=1 h..2n

co oeZ 2JLI
== Znrm'2n'2{
Zj‑i7Z}i'2
n==1 j‑‑n+lhtt2

coZ oo
f{AXn‑i2nt2{
2‑2j2j‑1
Zj‑,k27Z}ii2
n=1 j=n+1 k==2

co 2j‑1
sgA:n‑'2nt2(co
Z 2‑j{2j‑ife272}ii2)
n==1 j‑‑n+1 k==2

. 2J' ‑1 j‑I
K A22‑j{ Z j‑,fe27Z}ii2
Z n‑'2ni2
:{g

j‑‑2 h=2 n=1
co 22j‑1
AXii2‑jt2{
j‑,k2 72}it2
)'‑‑1 hr2
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co 2)'

<‑ A27'‑i2‑JV2{ 2 fe27?,}ii2.

j‑‑1

lt==1

Thus the proof of the case (i) is completely proved. The proof of the case (ii) is proved
similarly.

4. Contraction theorems
We say, with Beurling [1], that f is a contvaction of g if lf(x) ‑f(y) Slg(x)‑
g(y)I･

As an extention of the theorem due to Beurling [1], Boas [2] proved the fo}low‑
ing theorem.

Theorem C. .(f f(x) and g(x) are continuozts even fanction, of Period 2n; with
Fburier coetiicients fh and gh, ij f(x) is a contTaction of g(x), and of 1 gh I :s; 7n where

oo co
n=1 h=n

xn‑ii2{z 7Z}Y2< oo (D

and

con
2nne3'2{ :il fe27J2,}i'2<co, (2)

n=1 kttl
then 21fi1< oo･

Sunouchi [10] proved that the convergence of two series (1) and (2) is equivalent.

Kinukawa [3] extended this theorem and gave its dual theorems.

In this section, we generalize Theorem C iR the following form by using the
absolute summability in place of the absolute coRvergence.

Theorem 3. Let
f(x) ‑‑ 2f},einx

and
g(x) ‑v :gheinX .
Suppose that
,C2rr i f(x+ t) ‑ f(x) t2cix f{ XI2X I g(x+ t) ‑ g(x) 1 2du

for any 4 and sarpt)ose that there exists a Positive sequence {7n} such thatIghlK 7n and

oo ee n)‑i{,Z..7Z}i'2<oo (3)
.:=,n‑"2(log
or

n =2

co n n)‑i{Xk27J2,}i'2<oo, (4)
Znww3'2(log
h==1

then the series :.11iei"X is summable 1AC 1/n÷1l almost eve7puwhere.
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Theorem 4. Let
f(x) i‑･ 2fheinx

and
g(X) 'v Xg.et"" .
Szmpose that
,C2n I f(x + t) ‑ f(x) I 2du E{ yg2rr E g(x + t) ‑ g(x) 1 2du

for any 4 and sarmpose that the7'e exists a Positive sequence {7n} sitch that1g}2lS 7n and

co ee2n‑it2‑a{27Z}"2<oo

n==l ii ==n

(5)

or

co2n‑3'2ma{Xk27J2,}"2<co,
n
(6)

n=1 k=1

then the series ZfheinX is sztmmable l C, ev1 almost eve71ywhere, where OSa< 1/2.

Theorem 5. Let

f(x) ‑‑ ZfheinX

and
g(X) "‑ Zg.einX .
SmpPose that
.g2n I f(.+ t) ‑ f(.) i 2du ,{ rd2n I g(. + t) ‑ g(.) 1 2du

for any 4 and suppose that there exists a positive sequence {7n} such thatlg>t[$ 7n and

ee co
n==1 k=n

Xnrmi{27￡}i'2<oo, (7)

then the series :fheinX is summable l C, 1/21 almost eve71ywhere.

Theorem 6. Let

f(x) ‑‑ Zfhè"X
and
g(X) 'v Zg.ei"X .
Sorppose that

A2n I f(x + t) ‑ f(x) 1 2du K yC2" I g(x + t) ‑ g(x) l 2du
for aniy L and sumpose that there exists a Positive sequence {7tn} such that1g}ilS 7'n and
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oe be n)rmi'2{X7Z}"2<oo, (8)
Xn‑i(log
h=:n

n==2

then the series 2.Lie"iX is summable l C) evI almost eve7zywhere, where 1/2 < ev $ 1.

For the proofs of these theorems, we require the structure theorem due to Leindler
[4].

Theorem D. Let O < B :{ 2. Let A(x)(x 2t 1) be a Positive monotone fatnction sztch that

co
]li] fem"R(fe)‑i
sg An‑""A(n)nti.
lt =n
711zen the conditions
y['it‑2,a(1/t)‑i{.C2n[f(.+ t) ‑ f(,, ‑ t)]2du}Bi2nt < .

and
co
n=1

2 A(n) rm '{E￡2'(f)}B < oo
a7e mutztally eqztivalent.

ffere we prove only Theorem 3, because the other theorems can be shown similar‑
ly.

Proof of T7zeo7em 3. By the hypotheses of Theorem 3 and Theorem D, we obtain
Ait‑3t2(log yt)"i{va2rr[f(x + t) ‑ f(x‑ t)]2cix}"2 at
,{; ta't‑3t2(log I/t)ndi{A2"[g(x+t) ww g(x"t)]2du}"2dt < oo .

'
co
n=2 ZLte'"X is summable IAi, 1/n+11 almost every‑
from Theorem 1(ii) that the series

Thus, by Theorem D, the series 2] n‑it2(log n)ua'E￡2)(f) converges. Therefore we see

where.
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